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Abstract
With the rise of Agentic IS Artifact and the increasing integration of this technology
within organizations, our understanding of the impact of this technology on individuals
remains limited. Although IS use literature provides important guidance for organization
to increase employees’ willingness to work with new technology implementations, the
utilitarian view of prior IS use limits its application in light of the new evolving social
interaction between humans and Agentic IS Artifacts. To that end, we contribute to the IS
use literature by implementing a social view to understand the impact of Agentic IS
Artifacts on an individual’s perception and behavior. By focusing on the main design
dimensions of Agentic IS Artifacts, i.e., their representation and capabilities, we propose
a framework that utilizes social psychology theories to explain the impact of those design
dimensions on individuals. Specifically, we build on the Similarity Attraction theory and
Social Impact theory to propose an IS Social Continuance Model that aims to explain how
similarity and performance capabilities of AI agents influence individuals’ IT identity,
perceived competence, perceived value, and intention to continue working with the
Agentic IS Artifact. Through an online brainstorming experiment, we examined our model
and found that similarity with Agentic IS Artifacts has a positive impact on IT identity and
ultimately on an individual’s intention to continue working with the Agentic IS Artifact.
Furthermore, our analysis shows support for performance capabilities of Agentic IS
Artifacts as an important factor that influences the perceived competence and individuals’
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intention to continue working with the Agentic IS artifact. In addition, the study shows
important implications about the positive effect of Agentic IS Artifacts on individuals’
performance in brainstorming sessions
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Chapter 1 Introduction
"If we build these devices to take care of everything for us, eventually they'll think
faster than us and they'll get rid of the slow humans to run companies more efficiently." Steve Wozniak (Holley, 2015)
"What all of us have to do is to make sure we are using AI in a way that is for the
benefit of humanity, not to the detriment of humanity." -Tim Cook, CEO of Apple (N.
Martin, 2019)
Technology advancement has a significant effect on the way individuals work. The
advent of Industry 4.0 and advanced Agentic IS Artifacts such as Conversational Agents
and the integration of these technologies within organizational workforces have
significantly changed the landscape of the working environment within organizations.
Agentic IS Artifacts are advanced IS agents that actively work with humans to accomplish
tasks and co-create (Baird & Maruping, 2021). Other terms in the literature used to refer
to Agentic IS Artifacts include AI agents or Cognitive Computing Systems (CCS) (Schuetz
& Venkatesh, 2020). However, we use the term Agentic IS Artifact in this study as it
reflects the independency of the technology from individuals.
In light of the increasing integration of Agentic IS Artifacts within organizational
workforces, opposing applications on what is being referred to as the AutomationAugmentation Paradox (A-AP) have emerged regarding the role of Agentic IS Artifacts in
organizational work (Raisch & Krakowski, 2021). A-AP refers to the emerging tension
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between the role of Agentic IS Artifacts applications to either automate existing
organizational processes and tasks omitting human participation or to augment and
compliment human capabilities with the power of Agentic IS Artifacts. Both sides of the
A-AP spectrum provide compelling arguments on the advantages and disadvantages of
automation and augmentation yet the future of Agentic IS Artifacts integration within
organizational workforces remains unclear. To that end, Raisch and Krakowski (2021)
argue that the application of automation and augmentation should not be viewed as an
‘either-or choice’ for organizations. Rather, they advocate that both automation and
augmentation should be broadly viewed as interdependent applications in which
automation allows humans to focus on different tasks while augmentation enables human
and Agentic IS Artifacts to collaborate in tasks towards improving the Agentic IS Artifacts
to automate these tasks in a cyclical process. Based on this broader paradoxical
perspective, Raisch and Krakowski (2021) call for research that enriches theory in light
of this new paradigm. In view of this emerging paradigm, we identify that actionizing this
cyclical perspective requires a deeper theoretical understanding of the factors that would
impact workers performance and willingness to continue to work with Agentic IS Artifacts
which would ultimately impact the successful integration of Agentic IS Artifacts within
organizational workforces.
To date, several studies focused on identifying barriers for the successful
integration of these technologies (Kamble, Gunasekaran, & Sharma, 2018; Kiel, Muller,
Arnold, & Voigt, 2017; Müller, 2019). At a micro-organizational level, the most prevalent
barrier identified for successful technology integration among the workforces is the fear
of job loss due to automation (Kamble et al., 2018; Müller, 2019). Fear of automation can
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be traced back several centuries ago with notable events that captures this fear such as
in the 19th century where the Luddites rioted to destroy textile machineries to protest the
replacement of their jobs (Frey, 2019; Vieira, 2020). As the advent of AI in the form of
Agentic IS Artifacts and Internet-of-Things (iot) gave rise to what is referred to as Industry
4.0, concerns about automation remain unresolved (Müller, 2019). In recent years, a
survey indicates that a majority of US citizens (about 85%) favor imposing regulatory
restrictions on automation to limit job losses (Gramlich, 2017).
From an IS research perspective, fear of job loss has been attributed as an
important factor leading to resistance to technology implementation (Joshi, 1991;
Lapointe & Rivard, 2005; Marakas & Hornik, 1996). According to Kim and Kankanhalli
(2009), user resistance is the “opposition of a user to change associated with a new IS
implementation”. The negative impacts associated with resistance to technology adoption
and the importance of user acceptance of new IS artifacts brought to light an overarching
research stream of IS Use that is concerned with how humans work with IS towards
achieving an objective (Baird & Maruping, 2021). As a result, several canonical papers
and theoretical models have been proposed and examined such as the Technology
Acceptance Model (TAM) (Davis, 1989) and the Unified Theory of Acceptance and Use
of Technology (UTAUT) (Venkatesh, Morris, Davis, & Davis, 2003).
Despite the richness of IS Use literature, workers’ resistance to accept and
continue working with new technology implementations within organizations remains a
persistent challenge for organizations (You & Robert Jr, 2018). In addition, the new
paradigm of human and Agentic IS Artifact collaboration necessitates expanding IS Use
theories beyond the utilitarian view (Baird & Maruping, 2021). The utilitarian view focuses
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on human use of technology rather than humans collaborating with the technology (Baird
& Maruping, 2021; Mouakket, 2015). The human – Agentic IS Artifact collaborative
paradigm necessitates examining the relationship between human and machine by
shifting focus towards a collaborative social view where humans work with Agentic IS
Artifacts as peers. The prevalent concerns about the integration of Agentic IS Artifacts
within the workforce dictates careful adoption of these advanced technologies as it could
severely backfire (Baird & Maruping, 2021; Castillo, Canhoto, & Said, 2020). In consumer
research for instance, Castillo et al. (2020) indicates that individuals’ negative interaction
with AI agents lead to value co-destruction in the form of negatively impacting the
individuals’ well-being.
Recognizing the importance of careful adoption for advanced Agentic IS Artifacts
in light of this new social paradigm where technology is viewed as a peer, this dissertation
aims to investigate the social factors that impact humans’ behavior and performance while
collaborating with Agentic IS Artifacts through a social lens. Considering different Agentic
IS Artifact attributes and the broad range of individuals’ behavior that could be inflected
due to these attributes, our research question focuses on two main design dimensions of
Agentic IS Artifacts: the Agentic IS Artifact’s representation and its capabilities.
Accordingly, our research question is: how do Agentic IS Artifacts’ representation and
capabilities impact individuals’ performance and intention towards continually working
with Agentic IS Artifacts? Building on Similarity – Attraction theory (SAT) (Byrne, 1971)
and Social – Impact theory (SIT) (Latané, 1981), we propose an IS Social Continuance
Model (IS-SCM) that attempts to explain the impact of an Agentic IS Artifact’s
representation and capabilities on individuals’ performance and intentions towards
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continually working with Agentic IS Artifacts. The findings of this dissertation are expected
to enrich the IS Use literature with a social perspective on human work with Agentic IS
Artifacts as this technology continues to advance. Further, the findings of this dissertation
are expected to provide theory driven insights and guidance to practitioners on the design
of Agentic IS Artifacts and the integration of this evolving technology into organizational
work processes.
Baird and Maruping (2021) suggested four Agentic IS Artifact archetypes. These
archetypes classify the technology based on their decision-making latitude (autonomy)
from limited to expansive in the following order: a) Reflexive (e.g., Apple Siri), b)
Supervisory (e.g., recommendation systems), c) Anticipatory (e.g., media compilation
applications), and d) Prescriptive (e.g., conversational agents) (Baird & Maruping, 2021).
We focus our study on one particular Prescriptive type, i.e. Conversational Agents (CA),
due to its relevance to workplaces and its increasing adoption by organizations (Goasduff,
2021). CA are AI autonomous agents powered by machine learning and Natural
Language Processing (NLP) algorithms to work with human towards accomplishing a task
through an electronic interface and different modalities (Abdul-Kader & Woods, 2015;
Montenegro, da Costa, & da Rosa Righi, 2019).
The remainder of this dissertation is structured as follows. Starting with the second
chapter, we will give an overview of the utilitarian view in IS Use literature. Next, the third
chapter of this dissertation will juxtapose the utilitarian and social perspectives in relation
to Agentic IS artifacts and IS Use. Additionally, the chapter will discuss the proposed
research model as well as the development of the hypotheses. Following, the fourth
chapter will describe the AI teammate platform, a novel platform that we developed to
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examine our proposed model. Fourth, we will explain the method for the pilot study that
we conducted and highlight important findings and insights in the fifth chapter of this
dissertation. The sixth chapter will describe the method of the main experimental study
that we performed as well as the results of the study. Then, the discussion chapter will
describe the key findings of the main study as well as the implications for research and
practice. Last, the eighth chapter concludes this study by summarizing the dissertation
findings and discussing its limitations as well future research directions.
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Chapter 2 The Utilitarian View: IS Use Research and Agentic IS Artifacts
The field of IS Use has been extensively studied over the past decades. This
research domain was instigated due to the economic implications that organizations have
faced due to the underutilization by their employees of integrated IS systems (Chuttur,
2009; Li, 2010). With such high stakes, research was conducted to investigate individuals’
acceptance of new IS technologies leading to the emergence of a set of seminal works
(Li, 2010), including: the Technology Acceptance Model (TAM) (Davis, 1989; Venkatesh
& Davis, 2000), The Unified Theory of Acceptance and Use of Technology (UTAUT)
(Venkatesh et al., 2003), The Diffusion of Innovations theory (Rogers, 2010), The
Utilization of Personal Computers Model (Thompson, Higgins, & Howell, 1991), and The
Post-Acceptance IS Continuance Model (Bhattacherjee, 2001).
These theories had great impact leading to an abundant amount of research and
literature that builds on them and uses them to examine different IS Use research
questions. However, the advent of AI-integrated technology, which brought forward a new
form of Agentic IS Artifacts, revealed several key limitations of those theories to explain
the emerging relationship between humans and technology (Baird & Maruping, 2021;
Gursoy, Chi, Lu, & Nunkoo, 2019):
1) A narrow focus of ‘use’. ‘Individual use’ of technology does not accurately
describes situations when individuals “work with” Agentic IS artifacts in a
collaborative relationship (Baird & Maruping, 2021),
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2) The irrelevance of some constructs. for example, constructs such as
perceived usefulness and ease of use do not accurately describe the
collaborative relationship between human and Agentic IS artifacts (Gursoy et
al., 2019; Lu, Cai, & Gursoy, 2019), and
3) A passive utilitarian view of technology. Such a view inherently does not take
into account how Agentic IS artifacts actions could influence individuals’
attitudes and behaviors (Baird & Maruping, 2021).
We elaborate on each of these limitations below.
2.1. Narrow Focus of “Use”
The “use” aspect of the technology has been a central tenet that the IS Use
literature has been built on. According to Schuetz and Venkatesh (2020), much of the IS
Use literature was based on five assumptions that are being challenged with new
advanced Agentic IS artifacts, or what the authors refer to as Cognitive computing
systems (CCS). The first assumption is that a human is the user and the IS artifact is the
tool. Based on this assumption, previous IS Use literature assumes human centrality. In
essence, the human is assumed to be the sole agent responsible for using the technology
as a tool to perform a certain task while the technology is viewed solely as a tool (Baird
& Maruping, 2021; Schuetz & Venkatesh, 2020). However, the interactive nature of
advanced agentic IS artifacts transformed their role into becoming agents that in some
cases use humans, e.g. when social media bots help shifting public opinions on social
media platforms like Twitter (Schuetz & Venkatesh, 2020). This interactive nature and the
shift in roles directly challenge the first assumption that much of the IS Use literature
adopts.
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The second assumption is that IS artifacts are ignorant of the environment. Based
on this assumption, the input and output of IS artifacts is constrained within the
environment that the developer set for the IS artifact. However, this assumption is
challenged by advanced IS artifacts that are becoming more interactive with different
environments. Alexa, for example, responds to its name even from the TV (Schuetz &
Venkatesh, 2020).
The third assumption challenged by advanced Agentic IS artifacts is that IS
artifacts have consistent functionality. The IS artifact is assumed to operate with a
consistent set of operations that the developer or the user determines. However,
advanced agentic IS artifacts do not necessarily abide to this assumption. For example,
B. Baker et al. (2019) created a hide and seek game for two AI agents teams to compete.
The researchers came to interesting findings. To start, the AI agents in each team learned
to collaborate although their programming did not include such instructions. Furthermore,
the AI agents were able to identify bugs and exploits within the environment to win the
game. These results were found across multiple situations and environments that the
researchers created to challenge the AI agents. In essence, the AI Agent kept on evolving
their strategies and approach to achieve the objective of winning the game.
The fourth assumption that Schuetz and Venkatesh (2020) discuss is that IS
artifacts functionality is transparent. Essentially, this assumption is directly related to the
interpretability aspect of understanding IS artifact functions. In the past, one could
interpret why an IS artifact performed a specific function on a certain situation because
they were developed using a logical set of rules and operations. Nonetheless, with
machine learning capabilities such as neural networks and other complex statistical
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models, an AI agent’s decision has become difficult to interpret and in some cases
undecipherable (Castelvecchi, 2016; Hong, Hullman, & Bertini, 2020).
Finally, the fifth assumption is that users are aware of their IS artifact “use”. This
assumption is integral to the IS Use literature since the theoretical models are built on the
premise that the user is aware of their use of the technology. However, current AI agents
can be found integrated in many positions such as sales agent chatbots that act similar
to human agents. In such case, the user is unaware of their interaction or use of the
technology (Schuetz & Venkatesh, 2020).
Consequently, the “use” aspect in the relationship between human and Agentic IS
artifacts is gradually vanishing with the progression of AI. As such, the formulation of new
IS theories, or at least the re-evaluation and expansion of existing theories, is needed in
light of the emergence of new Agentic IS artifacts (Li, 2010; Schuetz & Venkatesh, 2020).
2.2. Construct’s Irrelevance
Another limitation of past IS Use research with respect to the advancement of AI
technology concerns the irrelevance of a number of constructs that are key components
in many IS Use theories (Gursoy et al., 2019; Schuetz & Venkatesh, 2020). For example,
in TAM (Figure 1), the two main key constructs that influence the use of technology are
perceived usefulness, defined as “the degree to which a person believes that using a
particular system would enhance his or her job performance”, and perceived ease of use,
defined as “the degree to which a person believes that using a particular system would
be free of effort” (Davis, 1989). Both constructs are derived from the notion that individuals
consciously perceive and evaluate their use of a technology. Yet, when we examine the
interaction between humans and Agentic IS artifacts, this notion of perceived ease of use
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and usefulness does not seem to apply. As the human-AI interaction has become fluent
similar to human interactions, these new technologies do not require a specific set of skills
from users. Thus, perceived ease of use and usefulness become less valuable to
understand individual’s “usage” or acceptance of these new technologies (Gursoy et al.,
2019; Schuetz & Venkatesh, 2020). Furthermore, the dependent variables in the model
are also constrained to the use aspect in the relationship between human and the
technology. With such a narrow utilitarian view, generalizing the model and extending it
to include the evolved relationship between human and Agentic IS artifacts appears
nonsensical (Baird & Maruping, 2021).

Figure 1: The technology acceptance model (TAM) (Davis, 1989)

These limitations do not only apply to TAM. In fact, many important IS Use models
including UTAUT (Figure 2) (Venkatesh et al., 2003), TAM2 (Venkatesh & Davis, 2000),
the Utilization of Personal Computers Model (Figure 3) (Thompson et al., 1991), and the
Post-Acceptance IS Continuance Model (Figure 4) (Bhattacherjee, 2001) share similar
limitations (Gursoy et al., 2019). In UTAUT, both performance and effort expectancy are
11

inspired by the constructs perceived usefulness and ease of use (Li, 2010). In addition,
the outcome construct in the model is “use behavior” which also represents a narrow the
utilitarian view of using the technology. Likewise, The Utilization of Personal Computers
Model includes “use” focused constructs such as complexity, defined as “the degree to
which an innovation is perceived as relatively difficult to understand and use”, affect
toward use, and PC utilization. Similarly, the Post-Acceptance IS Continuance Model
includes perceived usefulness.

Figure 2: The unified theory of acceptance and use of technology (UTAUT) (Venkatesh
et al., 2003)

Evidently, these constructs in prior IS use models have limited applicability to
predict and understand user acceptance towards working with new Agentic IS artifacts
(Gursoy et al., 2019). With such limitations, it is necessary to shift focus towards
evaluating the nature of the relationship between humans and Agentic IS Artifacts. By
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shifting focus, we do not suggest detaching from existing IS use literature and models.
Rather, we advocate expanding this rich literature by exploring social theories to evaluate
the new forming relationship between humans and Agentic IS artifacts.

Figure 3: The utilization of personal computers model (Thompson et al., 1991)

Figure 4: The post-acceptance IS continuance model (Bhattacherjee, 2001)
2.3. Agentic IS Artifact Actions
The utilitarian view of past IS use models was guided by the unidirectional
assumption of the relationship between a human and the IS artifact (Figure 5) (Schuetz
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& Venkatesh, 2020). With the emergence of AI and Agentic IS artifacts, this basic view of
the relationship is becoming obsolete. The interactive nature and self-initiating capabilities
of new Agentic IS artifacts show that the interaction between humans and technology has
transformed from a unidirectional interaction to more complex bidirectional or
multidirectional interactions (Figure 6) (Baird & Maruping, 2021; Schuetz & Venkatesh,
2020).
An example of such complex interactions is MetLife’s customer service chatbot.
This insurance company utilizes a chatbot to work with call center employees in
addressing customers inquiries and issues. Interestingly, the chatbots do not interact with
the customers directly but rather analyze their tone and guide the call center employee
via text chat on how to sympathize with the customer or change their tone to align with
the customer mood (Roose, 2019). In this example, there is a complex multidirectional
interaction in which the chatbot self-initiates to analyze the tone of both the customer and
the employee while providing suggestions to the employee at the same time to better
serve the customer. With such added layers of complexities, questions pertaining the
effects of the actions undertaken by Agentic IS artifacts on human acceptance and
behavior remain to be explored.
As Agentic IS artifacts are increasingly evolving, adhering to the unidirectional
approach to understand the interaction and collaboration relationship between human
and machine is becoming more nonsensical. As previous “use”-focused assumptions
regarding the relationship between human and technology are being invalidated by new
forms of technology, our research efforts should shift towards applying theoretical
frameworks and models that can help guide the integration of Agentic IS artifacts within
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organizations. We argue that the interaction between human and Agentic IS artifacts
should be viewed through a socio-psychological lens to better understand the factors that
contributes towards individuals’ acceptance and intention to continue working with these
new forms of technology. We expand on this view in the next chapter.

Figure 5: Unidirectional interaction (Schuetz & Venkatesh, 2020)

Figure 6: Bi/multi-directional interaction
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Chapter 3 The Social View: The Missing Link in the Human – Agentic IS Artifacts
Interactions
People’s interaction with Agentic IS Artifacts, and computers in general, has
transformed over the past few decades. Human- Agentic IS Artifacts interactions were
shifting to becoming more social with the advancement of AI (Baird & Maruping, 2021;
Eyssel, De Ruiter, Kuchenbrandt, Bobinger, & Hegel, 2012; Schuetz & Venkatesh, 2020;
Warta, Kapalo, Best, & Fiore, 2016). Scanning through online buyers’ reviews of virtual
agents such as Alexa (a type of Agentic IS Artifacts) reveals that people commonly
personify the virtual agent by using pronouns typically used for human such as “she” to
refer to the agent (Gao, Pan, Wang, & Chen, 2018; Purington, Taft, Sannon, Bazarova,
& Taylor, 2017). Even more, these reviews at times include a comparison between Alexa
and other family members such as wives or mothers (Gao et al., 2018).
The concept of people applying social rules, norms, and etiquettes when
interacting with computers has been studied for the past decennia. Most notably, Nass,
Steuer, and Tauber (1994) research can be credited as the cornerstone for introducing
the Computers Are Social Actors (CASA) paradigm. Through a set of studies, Nass et al.
(1994) demonstrated that humans tend to mindlessly apply social heuristics in their
interactions with computers such as being polite. Following Nass et al. (1994), a great
body of knowledge focused on social psychology related factors such as computer
anthropomorphism and its impact on several factors (i.e. acceptance, trust, and
compliance) to illuminate the boundaries according to which people apply social heuristics
16

when interacting with computers. For instance, Parise, Kiesler, Sproull, and Waters
(1999) found that a computer agent’s interface has a significant effect on people’s
willingness to cooperate with the agents. Specifically, the study found that there was no
difference in terms of the level of cooperation between the human agent group and the
human-like computer agent. However, they found that people were less cooperative with
computer agents that had a non-human interface. Other studies have also examined the
impact of agents’ anthropomorphic features and found positive effects on compliance
(Adam, Wessel, & Benlian, 2020), trust (De Visser et al., 2016) and team work (De Visser
et al., 2017).
Despite increasing research in human-computer interaction (HCI), integrating the
social lens into IS use and acceptance research remained limited or narrowly focused.
For instance, some studies (Kääriä, 2017; Rietz, Benke, & Maedche, 2019; Suh, Kim, &
Suh, 2011; Wagner, Nimmermann, & Schramm-Klein, 2019) highlighted the role of
anthropomorphism and similarity on acceptance of different types of Agentic IS Artifacts
such as voice assistants, chatbots, or avatars. However, these studies focused on the
“use” aspect of the relationship to explain the effects of anthropomorphism and similarity
on acceptance. Consequently, they inherent the limitations of IS use models that
inevitably relegate Agentic IS Artifacts to be viewed as tools (Baird & Maruping, 2021;
Schuetz & Venkatesh, 2020).
To address these disconnects, we draw from the social-psychology and HCI
literature to inform our study. In social psychology, a key notion is that people’s
perceptions and behaviors are influenced by others that they interact with (Principles of
social psychology, 2015). Building on this notion, we argue that people’s perceptions and
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behavior can be influenced by Agentic IS Artifacts. To support our argument, we outline
a conceptual framework of applying the social lens to human – Agentic IS Artifacts
interactions (Figure 7). The framework consists of three parts. The top part represents
the Agentic IS Artifacts’ design dimensions. According to Rietz et al. (2019), the two main
design dimensions of Agentic IS Artifacts are the Agentic IS Artifacts’ form
(Representation) and function (Capabilities). The representation dimension is related to
the form, non-functional, or aesthetic features of the Agentic IS Artifacts (Cowan,
Branigan, Obregón, Bugis, & Beale, 2015; Rietz et al., 2019). In contrast, the function or
capabilities dimension is related to the operations the Agentic IS Artifact is expected to
accomplish and the performance of the Agentic IS Artifact in executing these operations
(Oinas-Kukkonen & Harjumaa, 2009; Rietz et al., 2019). The bottom part of the framework
represents factors related to individuals’ perception and behavior. These factors include
individuals’ identification with Agentic IS Artifacts (perceptual factor), perceived
competence of Agentic IS Artifacts (perceptual factor), perceived value of Agentic IS
Artifacts (perceptual factor), intention to continue working with Agentic IS Artifacts
(perceptual factor), Individual’s performance (behavioral factor), and performance
calibration when working with Agentic IS Artifacts (behavioral factor). The design
dimensions are mapped to the perceptual and behavioral factors using arrows. These
arrows represent the relationships that we aim to study. To understand these
relationships, we use Similarity Attraction theory and Social Impact Theory to explain the
effect of these design dimensions on the perceptual and behavioral factors of interest.
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Figure 7: Using the social lens to explain the relation between design dimensions and
individual’s perception and behavior

Likewise, the capability aspect of Agentic IS Artifact and its relationship with individual’s
continuance intention and performance can be examined through Social Impact theory
since this theory provides an overarching approach on the social forces that impact
individuals’ perception and behavior. The following sections are dedicated to these two
social-psychology theories that helps explaining the impact of the aforementioned
dimensions of Agentic IS Artifacts design on individual’s perception and behavior.
19

3.1. Similarity Attraction Theory (SAT)
Comparable to the epigram “birds of a feather flock together”, SAT posits that
attitudinal similarity operates as a driver for interpersonal attraction (Byrne, 1971). In other
words, the theory suggests that individuals tend to be more attracted to others who hold
similar attitudes and beliefs. SAT has gained traction by many scholars and it has been
applied and tested in multiple fields (Montoya & Horton, 2013). Researcher have
broadened the scope of SAT by verifying the positive effects of other dimensions of
similarity including demographical, physical, and preference similarities on attraction
(Moon, 1996; Riordan, 2000).
Similarity has been identified as a core construct that has an impact on social
interactions (Pfeffer, 2013). In multiple studies of human interactions, similarity between
individuals was found to positively impact interactions, cohesion, performance, likeness,
and perceived competence (Guéguen, Martin, & Meineri, 2011; Harrison, Price, & Bell,
1998; Phillips, Northcraft, Neale, & relations, 2006; Singh et al., 2015). Researchers
identified two overarching levels of similarity which are surface-level similarity and deeplevel similarity (Harrison et al., 1998; Kacmar, Harris, Carlson, & Zivnuska, 2009; Phillips
et al., 2006). On the one hand, surface-level similarity, also known as demographic
similarity, refers to the similarity based on the salient characteristics (i.e. gender and
ethnicity) between individuals. On the other hand, deep-level similarity, or attitudinal
similarity, refers to the shared beliefs, attitudes, and opinions among individuals (Harrison
et al., 1998; Phillips et al., 2006).
SAT has been used in HCI research as well. Y. E. Moon (1996) applied SAT to
analyze the influence of computer attitudinal similarity on four different dimensions of
attractions which are Intellectual Attraction, Social Attraction, Emotional Satisfaction and
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Utility. Although limited to attitudinal similarity, the study supports positive relations
between similarity and attraction in an HCI context. Other HCI studies applied SAT by
examining other dimensions of attraction. For instance, the studies by Bernier and
Scassellati (2010) and Park, Jin, and del Pobil (2012) suggest positive relations for
attitudinal similarity with friendliness and likeness respectively.
Related to similarity and acceptance, Eyssel et al. (2012) studied the effect of a
robot’s voice on acceptance. By manipulating the robot voice based on gender (male or
female) and type (human-like or robot-like), the study found a significant interaction
between the robot’s gender voice and the participant’s gender. In essence, the authors
found that female participants tended to accept the female voiced robot more than the
male voiced robot. Marginally similar results were found for male participants. Despite the
study’s exploratory nature, small sample, and lack of an underlying theoretical
explanation, the findings do provide reasonable hints toward the existence of an
underlying mechanism that helps explaining the effects of similarity on individual’s
intention to work with Agentic IS Artifacts.
Another study by You and Robert Jr (2018) adopted the bi-levels (surface and
deep) similarity concept and studied their effects on different output variables related to
an individual’s perception. In their study, You and Robert Jr (2018) employed a scenariobased experimental design to examine a robot’s collaboration with people in physically
demanding jobs. The authors attempted to study the impact of a robot’s surface and deep
level similarity on people’s trust, the moderation effect of the risk of physical danger on
the similarity-trust relation, and the role of trust as a mediator between similarity and
intention to work with the robot. Results of the study showed significant effects for deep-
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level similarity on an individual’s trust. They also found a positive effect of trust on
intention to work with a robot. However, the authors did not report a hypothesis nor results
related to the mediation effect of trust on the relation between similarity and intention to
work with the robot. Nevertheless, the findings from this study and the previously
discussed ones can be viewed as positive indicators for the presence of a relationship
between similarity and intention to work with Agentic IS Artifacts.
3.2. Social Impact Theory (SIT)
In (1981), Latané introduced Social Impact Theory (SIT). In this seminal work,
Latané (1981) defined social impact as the “variety of changes in physiological states and
subjective feelings, motives and emotions, cognitions and beliefs, values and behavior,
that occur in an individual, human or animal, as a result of the real, implied, or imagined
presence or actions of other individuals”. In other words, social impact can be viewed on
a spectrum of perceptual and behavioral changes that a person goes through due to the
influence of others.
Interaction in SIT is conceptualized as consisting of two sides: a source(s) and a
target. The source side of the interaction has characteristics that can be a combination of
three conceptual forces which are strength, immediacy, and number of other people.
These forces combinedly have a multiplication effect that causes a social impact on the
target (Latané, 1981). Starting with strength, the construct refers to the magnitude of
power that the source has to influence the target. In social interactions, strength can be
manifested in different forms such as status, authority, and expertise. The second force,
immediacy, refers to the proximity of the influencing source to the target. The third force,
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number of people, refers to the number of people acting as an influencing source to the
target (Jackson, 1987; Latané, 1981).
SIT gained wide popularity and was used to explain important social factors such
as compliance and social loafing (Karau & Williams, 1995; Williams & Williams, 1989).
The use of SIT has also been extended to HCI. For instance, Y. Moon (1998) studied the
effect of computer physical distance on distorted responses. Results of the study
suggests that rates of distorted responses were higher for participants who perceived the
computer to be further away from their location (i.e., networked computer instead of local
computer). Although the study by (Y. Moon, 1998) was limited to exploring the effect of
immediacy on individuals’ behavior, we suspect that the other forces (strength and
number) can also have an important role in affecting individuals’ behavior and change in
behavior when working with Agentic IS Artifacts. We argue that the advanced capabilities
of Agentic IS Artifacts transform the role of such technology to be viewed as a peer or an
expert in some situations. Thus, we build on SIT to understand the effect of Agentic IS
Artifact on individuals’ continuance intention and behavior.
3.3. Model and Hypothesis Development
Building on SAT and SIT, we conceptualize a model of IS Social Continuance that
aims to explain the impact of the design dimensions of Agentic IS Artifacts
(Representation and Capabilities) on an individual’s perception (Figure 8). Specifically,
the model links these design dimensions of Agentic IS Artifact to perceptual factors which
are identification, perceived competence, and perceived value that collectively influence
an individual’s intention to continue working with Agentic IS Artifact. It should be noted
that although we recognize the differences between the aforementioned levels of
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similarity, we use the term similarity in its general sense that encompasses both
demographical and attitudinal forms of similarity for our conceptual model. Additionally,
we recognize that the form of interaction between individuals and Agentic IS Artifact has
several variations in terms of the number of parties interacting (i.e., single or multiple
individuals and Agentic IS artifacts) as discussed in section 2.3, and the nature of
interaction (direct or indirect). Thus, we limit the scope of our model to the context of a
single individual directly interacting with a single Agentic IS artifact making the SIT
constructs ‘numbers’ and ‘immediacy’ constants for the purposes of our research model.
In the following subsections, we discuss these perceptual factors and formulate our model
hypotheses. Further, we recognize that these design dimensions, specifically capabilities,
can have an effect not only on an individual’s perception but also their behavior (i.e.,
performance). Thus, we will also discuss the implication that Agentic IS Artifact’s
capabilities can have on an individual’s performance and propose our hypotheses
accordingly.
3.3.1. Perceptual Factors
Identification/IT identity: As discussed earlier, the attraction aspect of SAT has
been evaluated differently in various studies. While some studies utilized ‘liking’ as an
indication for attraction, other studies suggested that the concept of attraction is
multidimensional (McCroskey & McCain, 1972; Y. E. Moon, 1996). According to
McCroskey and McCain (1972), attraction consist of three dimensions including social
(related to closeness), physical (related to likeness), and task (related to work
collaboration and dependence). This concept of attraction is analogous to the theoretical
concept of identification, or IT identity, in HCI. According to Carter (2012), IT identity refers
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to “the set of meanings an individual attaches to the self in relation to IT”. The concept of
IT identity does not mean ownership nor it means a person’s virtual identity
communicated through IT (Carter, Petter, Grover, & Thatcher, 2020). Rather, it can be
viewed as a form of attachment that represents positive affect and response toward IT
parallel to the positive affect an individual could have when being attracted to another
person. Like attraction, Carter (2012) posits that IT identity is multidimensional and it can
be

manifested

through

relatedness,

emotional

energy,

and

dependence

as

interconnected dimensions. Relatedness in IT identity reflects the feeling of
connectedness with the technology. Emotional energy on the other hand reflects the
likeness and attachment to the technology while dependence represents an individual’s
reliance on a technology. As an individual perceives Agentic IS Artifact to be more similar
to them, we argue that they are more likely to identify with the Agentic IS Artifact.
Accordingly, we posit the following hypothesis:
H1: Perceived similarity with Agentic IS Artifact is positively related to IT identity.
IT identity has also been linked to technology acceptance. According to Carter
(2012), as individuals identify with a technology, this identification would engender a
positive attitude towards using this technology. Though the focus was on technology use,
Carter (2012) showed that IT identity does have a positive relation in explaining positive
attitude towards using the technology and toward the intention to continue to use it.
Drawing from these findings, we posit that identification with Agentic IS Artifact will
positively impact an individual’s intention to continue working with Agentic IS Artifact.
Thus, we hypothesize that:
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H2: IT identity is positively related to an individual’s behavioral intention to continue
working with an Agentic IS Artifact.
H3: IT identity will mediate the relationship between similarity and the individual’s
behavioral intention to continue working with Agentic IS Artifact.

Figure 8: IS social continuance model

Competence: The concept of competence can have different definitions (Eraut,
1998). According to Eraut (1998), a general definition of competence is “the ability to
perform the task and roles required to the expected standard”. Studies have used the
concept of competence in reference to self (e.g. (Vallerand & Reid, 1984)) or to others
(e.g. (Ernst & Herm-Stapelberg, 2020; Spiegel, 1976)). In this study, we use the later
conceptualization. Thus, we define perceived competence of Agentic IS Artifacts as the
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set of capabilities that the Agentic IS Artifact is expected to have for accomplishing a task.
As discussed earlier with respect to SIT, the strength factor of social impact can be
manifested in different forms of social powers such as authority or expertise. When
applying SIT in the context of human – Agentic IS Artifact interaction, we argue that the
capabilities of the Agentic IS Artifact can be viewed as a strength that impacts an
individual’s perception. This impact can be manifested in the form of the person
perceiving the Agentic IS Artifact as competent for performing a task. This notion of
inferring competence from capabilities such as level of performance while doing a task
has precedence in the literature. Put simply, an individual that performs well in a certain
task would be perceived as competent for that job (Eraut, 1998; Hager & Gonczi, 1996;
Rychen & Salganik, 2003). Following this notion, we expect that Agentic IS Artifact with
capabilities to perform a task well would be perceived as competent for that task.
Accordingly, we postulate:
H4: The performance capability of an Agentic IS Artifact is positively related to an
individual’s perceived competence of the Agentic IS Artifact.
Research has also identified other factors (e.g. credentials, similarity) that can
influence perceived competence of others (Menegatti, Pireddu, Crocetti, Moscatelli, &
Rubini, 2021; Poutvaara, Jordahl, & Berggren, 2009; Spiegel, 1976). In a study by Rand
and Wexley (1975), the authors found that recruiters who identified job candidates as
similar to them would favorably rate the candidates as intelligent and competent for the
job. Accordingly, we expect that similarity and positive identification with an Agentic IS
Artifact would invoke a positive evaluation of the Agentic IS Artifact’s competence.
Therefore, we posit that:
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H5: Similarity is positively related to an individual’s perceived competence of
Agentic IS Artifacts.
H6: IT identity is positively related to an individual’s perceived competence of
Agentic IS Artifacts.
H7: IT identity will mediate the relationship between similarity and perceived
competence of Agentic IS Artifacts.
In organizational behavior research, studies suggest that perceived competence
is a significant factor for choosing team members (Alhazmi, Horawalavithana, Skvoretz,
Blackburn, & Iamnitchi, 2017; Hinds, Carley, Krackhardt, & Wholey, 2000). This relation
is intuitive since individuals are expected to gravitate towards choosing team members
who are competent to accomplish the team goal (Alhazmi et al., 2017). Following this
notion, we contend that individuals would want to work with Agentic IS Artifacts when they
perceive the Agentic IS Artifact to be competent. Thus, we posit:
H8: The perceived competence of an Agentic IS Artifact is positively related to an
individual’s intention to continue working with the Agentic IS Artifact.
H9: The perceived competence of an Agentic IS Artifact will mediate the
relationship between Agentic IS Artifact performance capabilities and an
individual’s intention to continue working with the Agentic IS Artifact
Perceived value: When individuals interact with Agentic IS Artifact, we expect that
they will contemplate the advantages and disadvantages of working with the technology.
This process of contemplation and evaluation to forming an attitude towards the
technology is referred to as perceived value (Briggs et al., 1998). In the Technology
Transition Model, Briggs et al. (1998) suggest that individuals can derive a value
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assessment of the technology they work with from a variety of dimensions such as
affective or cognitive values.
It is important to make a distinction between perceived usefulness and perceived
value. As mentioned earlier, perceived usefulness is defined as “the degree to which a
person believes that using a particular system would enhance his or her job performance”
(Davis, 1989). Two observations can be derived from this definition. The first observation
is that perceived usefulness focuses on the “use” of the technology which might not be
applicable in the interaction with Agentic IS Artifact. The second observation is that the
value of the use is focused exclusively to enhancement in job performance. Accordingly,
other derived positive or negative values such as empowerment, loneliness, and
profitability are neglected when evaluating the relationship. On the contrary, perceived
value is a holistic construct that reflects a general assessment that can be formed based
on working with the technology such as use or collaboration. In addition, perceived value
accounts for a broader range of positive or negative outcomes from the interaction with
the technology. Thus, one can view perceived usefulness as a single dimension of value
among many other dimensions such as political, affective, cognitive, or social values
within perceived value (Briggs et al., 1998). Given the wide variability in the forms of
interaction between individuals and Agentic IS Artifacts, we posit that perceived value is
a more suitable construct that encompasses different positive and negative value
dimensions that individuals can derive from working with a technology.
From this discussion, we argue that individuals would contemplate and synthesize
the benefits and negative outcomes from working with an Agentic IS Artifact.
Consequently, individuals would arrive at a perceived value of Agentic IS Artifact when
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interacting with technology. This perceived value is derived from their identification with
the Agentic IS Artifact as well as the perceived competence of the technology. Thus, we
posit the following hypotheses:
H10: IT identity is positively related to an individual’s perceived value of Agentic IS
Artifacts.
H11: Perceived competence is positively related to an individual’s perceived value
of Agentic IS Artifacts.
Perceived value has also been suggested as a factor that affects technology
acceptance. According to TTM, behavioral intention to use is a function of perceived
value. In essence, Briggs et al. (1998) suggest that users typically synthesize the benefits
and costs of using a technology subconsciously to derive an overall perceived value.
When deciding whether to use the technology or not, users would then recall the positive
or negative aspects to decide on using the technology. Accordingly, perceived value can
be viewed as a factor that is directly related to behavioral intention to use and as a
mediator for other factors that would generate this perception of value. As we discussed
earlier, we expect individuals working with Agentic IS Artifacts to synthesize a perceived
value of the technology from their identification with the technology and the perceived
competence of the technology. This perceived value would in turn be a direct and
mediating factor that influences an individual’s intention to continue working with an
Agentic IS Artifact. Therefore, we postulate that:
H12: Perceived value of an Agentic IS Artifact is positively related to an individual’s
intention to continue working with the Agentic IS Artifact.
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H13: Perceived value of an Agentic IS Artifact mediates the relationship between
IT identity and behavioral intention to continue working with the Agentic IS Artifact.
H14: Perceived value of an Agentic IS Artifact mediates the relationship between
perceived competence and behavioral intention to continue working with the
Agentic IS Artifact.
3.3.2. Behavioral Factors
We also aim from this study to explore understand the impact of an Agentic IS
Artifact’s capability on an individual’s performance. In industry, organizations utilize
different methods for assessing employee performance. Based on such assessments,
organizations use different measures including policies, feedback, and (non)monetary
incentives to enhance the performance and engagement of their employees (Anitha,
2014; G. P. Baker, Jensen, & Murphy, 1988). With the integration of Agentic IS Artifacts
within organizations, it is critical to understand how this integration would affect an
individual’s performance when collaborating with Agentic IS Artifact.
Based on SIT, we can argue that individuals change their behavior in response to
the source influencing them (Latané, 1981). In leadership, research applying SIT
suggests that a leader’s (strength) and power distance (immediacy) have an impact on
their employees’ performance. When applying SIT to the context of human – Agentic IS
Artifact interaction, we view the capability of the Agentic IS Artifact as a form of strength
that can be observed by participants. Consequently, the capability of the Agentic IS
Artifact will impact an individual’s behavior when they perform a task. Consistent with prior
literature, we make a distinction between two aspects related to an individual’s
performance in organizations which are the individual’s total performance and their
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change in performance (calibration) (Rijsman, 1974). Total performance is defined as the
total of “outcomes achieved and accomplishments made at work” (Anitha, 2014).
Performance calibration, on the other hand, is the change of performance due to the
influence of working with someone else (Rijsman, 1974). From the literature, several
studies that utilized social comparison have suggested that individuals’ tend to imitate the
performance of others they are working with (Rijsman, 1974; Rook, 2008). An individual
working with a high performing other would gravitate towards improving their performance
to match the other individual. Thus, based on SIT, we speculate that an individual’s
performance and calibration will be impacted by an Agentic IS Artifact’s performance
capability such that an Agentic IS Artifact with high performance capabilities will influence
individuals to enhance their performance and that individuals will calibrate their
performance to move towards the Agentic IS Artifact’s performance. Thus, we posit:
H15: An Agentic IS Artifact’s performance capability is positively related to an
individual’s performance.
H16: An Agentic IS Artifact’s performance capability is positively related to an
individual’s performance calibration.
Beyond the positive effect of Agentic IS Artifacts’ performance capabilities on
individual’s performance and performance calibration, it is also important to realize the
effect of integrating Agentic IS Artifact to work with individuals. In other words, this idea
is tied to the question whether the performance capabilities of Agentic IS Artifact really
matter or whether it would be better for individuals to work alone? In a brainstorming
context for instance, the group effect on individual’s performance remains a debatable
topic. Despite initial evidence by (A. F. Osborn, 1953) and many subsequent studies,
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various researchers have argued that nominal groups (individual’s working alone) would
perform equal to or better than individuals working in groups (Putman & Paulus, 2009).
However, strong evidence from studies such as (Shepherd, Briggs, Reinig, Yen, &
Nunamaker Jr, 1995) demonstrated that groups were more productive if they were shown
a ‘live’ indicator of their performance against the performance of an ‘average’ group in
brainstorming sessions. Bringing that concept to an individual level, we expect that an
individual, when observing the performance of a highly capable chatbot, will display
higher performance and calibration compared to groups working with a low performing
chatbot or an individual working alone. Based on the above, we hypothesize:
H17: Individuals working with a high performing Agentic IS Artifact will perform
higher than individuals working with low performing Agentic IS Artifact.
H18: Individuals working with a high performing Agentic IS Artifact will perform
higher than individuals working alone.
H19: Individuals working with an Agentic IS Artifact will calibrate their performance
to match that of their Agentic IS Artifact teammate
H20: Individuals working with a high performing Agentic IS Artifact will calibrate
their performance by increasing their performance pace compared to individuals
working with low performing Agentic IS Artifacts or individuals working alone.
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Chapter 4 The AI Teammate Platform
4.1. Structure of the AI Teammate Platform
For this study, we developed a custom online AI Teammate platform that enables
participants to collaborate with a chatbot. We utilized different technologies to develop
the platform including PHP and HTML. The database was created using MySQL and the
system was hosted on a Google Cloud Virtual Machine Instance. The platform is also
connected to Qualtrics, an online survey software, for managing and collecting the survey
side of the experiment.
Since we are investigating the impact of an AI teammate’s representation and
capabilities on individuals, we developed a platform that allows us to control the
representational dimension of the chatbot in the form of the chatbot’s similarity with the
individual working with it and the capability dimension of the chatbot in the form of its
performance speed while working with individuals. Accordingly, the platform was
developed to allow for a 2 (High and Low Similarity) x 2 (High and Low Performance)
experimental design. In the High Similarity conditions, participants were paired with a
chatbot that has similar gender (Male or Female) and ethnicity (i.e. White, Black, Asian)
representations to the participants. A list of the images and names that were used as AI
teammate representations for different gender and ethnicity groups can be found in
Appendix 1. The chatbot representation is depicted through a human image and a name
that matches the individual’s gender and ethnicity. For instance, a white-male participant
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in a high similarity condition will be matched with a chatbot named Jake and that has an
image of a white male person (Figure 9). In the low similarity conditions, the participants
will be matched with a chatbot that has a generic robot image named Smart Bot (Figure
10).
For performance manipulation, participants in the high performing chatbot
condition work with a chatbot that generates ideas to a problem at a faster pace than the
low performing chatbot. For instance, a chatbot in the high-performance condition will
generate ideas every 30 seconds while the chatbot in the low-performance condition will
generate ideas every 90 seconds. Beside these four conditions, the platform can also be
configured to run a control group, where participants participate in an individual
brainstorming session without having a chatbot to work with. The platform is designed
such that it randomly assigns participants to one of the four different treatment groups or
the control group.
With regard to the four treatment groups, the chatbot is introduced as an AI
teammate that is empowered by state-of-the-art AI and ML capabilities to recognize and
understand textual problems and suggest ideas. However, the chatbot was developed
with predefined ideas that it contributed during the brainstorming session. The ideas were
updated and changed depending on the problem or the task assigned to the participants
during the brainstorming session.
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Figure 9: Brainstorming session with high similarity AI teammate

Figure 10: Brainstorming session with low similarity AI teammate
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4.2. Platform Experimental Design
Once participants visit the platform website, they first need to provide consent to
participate in the study. Participants who do not wish to participate can decline and their
session will be automatically terminated. Participants who agree to participate will be
automatically redirected to a Demographic Information page that collects demographical
information including gender, ethnicity, age, work experience, and education. In the
backend, the system captures this information and randomly assigns participants to one
of the four treatment conditions or the control group. If participants are assigned to one
of the two High Similarity conditions, the system utilizes the gender and ethnicity
information that the participant has provided. Based on that information, the participant
will be matched with a chatbot that has similar gender and ethnicity representations as
described earlier.
After the Demographic Information page, participants are redirected to an
Introduction page where they meet their AI teammate. The Introduction page consists of
a description of the AI teammate’s capabilities as well as an Image that represents the
chatbot. Following the Introduction page, participants are redirected to a Moral Choice
Task where they are asked to analyze a situation that has a moral dilemma (Appendix 2)
and they are asked to choose the answer that they agree with the most. Depending on
the condition (High or Low Similarity), the chatbot will provide an answer that is either
similar (in the High Similarity condition) or different (in the Low Similarity conditions) from
the participant’s answer.
Next, the participant is redirected to the Brainstorming Session page. The page
contains instructions about participating in the brainstorming session as well as a problem
description for which participants need to generate ideas. The Brainstorming page
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contains a countdown session timer (i.e. 10 min) that is visible to participants throughout
the session. In addition, an ideas counter is also visible to participants to track the number
of ideas that they generated as well as the number of ideas generated by the chatbot
teammate. Once the timer stops, the brainstorming session ends and participants are
prevented from adding any additional ideas. Afterwards, participants are redirected to a
survey page (Figure 11). The order of the survey questions is randomized to avoid any
biases related to order, recency, or fatigue.
The platform is flexible such that it is easy modify several aspects of the experiment
such as the images for the chatbot, moral dilemma, the brainstorming session duration,
the brainstorming task description, the text and number of ideas that the chatbot can
contribute, and the pace (speed) at which the chatbot can generate those ideas. Further
capabilities were added to the platform after the pilot study including the ability to
automatically collects URL parameters such as StudentID or MTurk workerID and pass
them to Qualtrics. This feature enabled as to avoid asking participants to type their ID
multiple times to ensure responses consistency across the database and Qualtrics as
well as eliminating the risk of subjects participating multiple times.
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Figure 11: Flowchart of a participant’s experience throughout the experimental platform
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Chapter 5 Pilot Study: AI Teammate Impacts on Performance
In this pilot study, our aim was to test the platform to ensure that our manipulations
work properly. Furthermore, we investigated participants’ performance to gain insights
regarding the impact of the AI teammate performance on individual’s idea generation
pace and the number of total ideas generated. Accordingly, the platform was deployed
and students were invited to participate through accessing a participant management
platform managed by the Center for Marketing and Sales Innovation (CMSI) experimental
lab at the University of South Florida.
5.1. Participants
The participants in the pilot study were primarily undergraduate students. Although
we initially had collected 350 responses, we identified that some students participated
more than once in the study. Furthermore, data inspection revealed that some students
did not actively participate in the brainstorming session as they did not contribute any
ideas or contributed for less than 3 minutes. Accordingly, we filtered out participants to
include only non-duplicate participants who actively participated in the brainstorming
session. After the data cleaning process, a total of 180 participants remained with a 54%
Female and 45% Male gender distribution and an average age of 21 years old. The
ethnicity distribution of our participant pool consisted of 59% White, 18% Hispanic/Latin
American, 12% Asian, and the remaining 11% distributed between Black, Middle Eastern,
and Indian.
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5.2. Design, Procedure, and Task
Following the experimental design explained in Chapter 4, students were invited
through the CMSI Lab to participate in the study. The recruited students were all
registered in a business class and they were offered extra credit for their participation.
Students who wished to participate were directed to access the participant management
platform and to click on the link provided in the platform to access the AI teammate study.
Once accessed, the student would go through the process described above.
Given the customizability of the AI teammate platform, we implemented several
decisions related to the brainstorming session. To start with, the brainstorming task was
framed to ask participants to generate ideas for small business to survive during
pandemic periods. The session duration was set to be 10 minutes. The chatbot ideas
were added to the system to be relevant to the brainstorming task. Furthermore, the
chatbot was set to provide ideas every 30 seconds in the high-performance conditions
and every 90 seconds in the low-performance conditions.
5.3. Measures
Similarity: To measure perceived similarity, participants were asked two 5-point
Likert scale questions (Table 1). The first question addresses their perceived physical
similarity with the chatbot. The second question addresses their perceived attitudinal
similarity with the chatbot.
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Table 1: Similarity and performance Scales
Construct

Items

Demographical
Similarity

I felt that my AI teammate and I shared some physical similarities (gender and
ethnicity).

Attitudinal
Similarity

I felt that my AI teammate and I shared some moral similarities and made similar
moral choices.

Perceptual AI
teammate
Performance
capabilities

When thinking about your brainstorming experience with your AI teammate, which
of the following statements is the most accurate:
1. My AI teammate was generating ideas faster than I was.
2. My AI teammate was generating ideas at about the same rate that I was.
3. My AI teammate was generating ideas slower than I was.

Perceptual Performance capabilities: For the perceived chatbot performance,
participants were asked whether they perceived their AI teammate performance as faster,
slower, or equal to their own performance.
Individual’s Performance: In terms of measuring participant’s performance related
variables, we measured participant’s idea generation during the brainstorming session
and their performance calibration. For measuring idea generation, we used the total
number of ideas generated per participant during the brainstorming session. This
measure has been commonly used for measuring performance in brainstorming settings
(Briggs & Reinig, 2010; Graham, 1977; Litchfield, 2009; A. Osborn, 2012; Parnes &
Meadow, 1959; Paulus & Dzindolet, 1993; Shepherd et al., 1995).
Measuring performance calibration involved multiple steps. First, we defined a 3minutes cutoff time (T) as a threshold to compare participants idea generation pace
before and after this threshold. We chose 3 minutes as a threshold because it sufficiently
allowed participants to observe the performance of the chatbot while working with it to
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generate ideas. In addition, we reevaluated our analysis based on a 4 minutes and 5
minutes thresholds to control for any biases that could influence our analysis due to
threshold and found the results to be consistent with different thresholds. Based on the
threshold, participants’ ideas were split into two groups: Ideas before the threshold (IBT)
and Ideas after the threshold (IAT). IBT consisted of ideas that were generated in the first
3 minutes of the brainstorming session while IAT consisted of ideas that were generated
after the first 3 minutes threshold. Second, we calculated the time intervals λ between
consecutive ideas in IBT and IAT separately for each participant such that:
λ𝐵 ∶ 𝑇𝑖𝑚𝑒 𝑖𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑣𝑎𝑙𝑠 𝑏𝑒𝑡𝑤𝑒𝑒𝑛 𝑖𝑑𝑒𝑎𝑠 𝑖𝑛 𝐼𝐵𝑇 𝑓𝑜𝑟 𝑃𝑎𝑟𝑡𝑖𝑐𝑖𝑝𝑎𝑛𝑡𝑛
λ𝐴 ∶ 𝑇𝑖𝑚𝑒 𝑖𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑣𝑎𝑙𝑠 𝑏𝑒𝑡𝑤𝑒𝑒𝑛 𝑖𝑑𝑒𝑎𝑠 𝑖𝑛 𝐼𝐴𝑇 𝑓𝑜𝑟 𝑃𝑎𝑟𝑡𝑖𝑐𝑖𝑎𝑝𝑛𝑡𝑛
Following, we computed the mean µ for λ𝐵 and λ𝐴 to have 𝜇𝐵 and 𝜇𝐴 respectively.
Lastly, we subtracted 𝜇𝐵 from 𝜇𝐴 to get participant’s performance calibration such that:
𝑃𝑒𝑟𝑓𝑜𝑟𝑚𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑒 𝑐𝑎𝑙𝑖𝑏𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 = 𝜇𝐴 − 𝜇𝐵
5.4. Manipulation Check
For physical similarity, participants in the high similarity condition reported a higher
level of perceived physical similarity (M = 3.012, SD = 1.28) compared to the low similarity
condition (M = 2.103, SD = 1.094), t(162.18) = 5.067, p < 0.05. The attitudinal similarity
manipulation test also suggests that participant in the high similarity condition (M = 3.566,
SD = 1.049) perceived their AI teammate to be similar to them compared to the low
similarity condition (M = 2.835, SD = 1.169), t(177.58) = 4.418, p < 0.05. We also analyzed
participants response to the AI teammate performance manipulation. The analysis results
suggest that participants in the high performance AI teammate condition (M = 2.655, SD
= 0.616) perceived their AI teammate to be generating ideas at a faster pace compared
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to the group in the low performance AI teammate condition (M = 1.621, SD = 0.702),
t(171.39) = 10.475, p < 0.05. Based on these results, we concluded that both the similarity
and performance manipulations worked during the experiment.
5.5. Results
Prior to comparing their performance, we tested our data to check if it meets the
required assumptions for ANOVA. Using Shapiro-Wilk Test for Normality (Shapiro & Wilk,
1965), the results suggest that our data is non-normally distributed which is common in
social science datasets (Bono, Blanca, Arnau, & Gómez-Benito, 2017). However,
Levene’s Test for homogeneity of variances indicates that our data partially meets the
assumption of equal variance (Glass, 1966). Given the non-normality characteristic of our
data, we used the Kruskal-Wallis nonparametric statistical test and Dunn’s stochastic
dominance post hoc test to compare between the groups (Dinno, 2015; McKight & Najab,
2010). In terms of the number of ideas generated, the Kruskal-Wallis and Dunn’s tests
give support for H17 that participants in the high performance chatbot group generate
more ideas during the brainstorming session compared to participants in the low
performance chatbot group. Further, the tests support H19 that participants calibrate their
performance to match the performance of their chatbot teammate. Additionally, the results
support H20 where we found that participants in the high performance chatbot condition
would maintain a faster pace of idea generation during the brainstorming session
compared to participants in the low performance chatbot condition (Table 2). Boxplots for
performance and performance calibration also provide visual support to these results
(Figures 12 and 13).
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Table 2: Pilot study performance and calibration comparison
Kruskal-Wallis Test
Statistic
Sig.
Generation
8.313
0.0039*
Calibration
10.096
0.0014*
* Significance at p-value < 0.01

Post hoc Dunn’s Test
Groups (n)
Statistic
Low (87) – High (93)
-2.88
Low (87) – High (93)
3.18

Sig.
0.00393*
0.00149*

Figure 12: Pilot study number of ideas generated during brainstorming session
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Figure 13: Pilot study performance calibration before and after 3 minutes during
brainstorming sessions
5.6. Discussion
Our first goal in this pilot study was to test the functionality of the AI teammate
platform and assess the effectiveness of the implemented similarity and performance
manipulations. In terms of demographical and attitudinal similarity, the analysis show that
participants in the high similarity conditions had a higher perception of demographical and
attitudinal similarity with their AI teammate compared to the low similarity conditions.
Likewise, the AI teammate performance manipulation results suggest that participants
who worked with the high-performance AI teammate did perceive their teammate to be
working at a faster pace compared to the low performance AI teammate condition.
Therefore, we concluded that the platform appeared to function properly and that the
integrated manipulations worked as intended.
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The second goal of our study was to gauge the impact of the AI teammate’s
capability on participants’ performance during the brainstorming session. Two variables
of interest were measured to assess participants’ performance: the number of ideas
generated and their performance calibration. As hypothesized, individuals who worked
with a high-performance AI teammate generated more ideas compared to individuals who
worked with a low-performance AI teammate. Furthermore, the data showed a decline in
individuals’ performance as the session progressed. This decline in performance over
time is a natural effect in brainstorming sessions (Kohn & Smith, 2011). However, the
results showed an interesting finding that participants in the high-performance AI
teammate condition tried to maintain a faster pace of idea generation compared to the
participants in the other conditions over time.
These findings have significant theoretical and practical implications. Our findings
show support to the notion that AI teammate behavior does influence individual’s
behavior. In social impact theory, this concept of people’s behavior being influenced by
other people has been studied extensively. However, we extend this understanding and
demonstrate that individuals’ behavior can also be influenced by other perceived social
actors such as AI teammates. In terms of the practical implications, our findings provide
guidance to Agentic IS artifacts design and development. While many studies in the field
provide insight in terms of the form, non-functional, or aesthetic features of the AI agent,
our results suggest that the AI agents designers and developers should optimize the
agent’s capabilities to improve individual’s performance. From the analysis, we found that
individual’s performance and performance calibration improved with the highperformance capabilities chatbot regardless of the similarity condition. Thus, it is evident
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that the performance capabilities is a key factor that needs to be carefully configured to
improve individual’s performance. This practical suggestion is also in line with the concept
of AI augmentation to support and improve individuals’ performance in the workplace.
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Chapter 6 Main Study: AI Teammates Impact on Intention to Continuance Use
From the pilot study, we were able to confirm the functionality and workability of
the AI teammate platform and the implemented manipulations. After adding a control
group condition and performing some final tunings, we deployed the AI teammate
platform through CloudResearch, a platform used for managing online research data
collection, to collect data from Amazon Mechanical Turkers (MTurk Workers or Workers
for short). Our goals were: 1) to collect data from a population different from the initial
student population used in the pilot study, 2) to test our hypothesized Social IS
Continuance model relationships, and 3) to confirm the results observed in the first pilot
study pertaining to the impact of the AI teammate performance on individual’s
performance in brainstorming sessions. The following sections will describe the sample,
procedure and tasks, measures and manipulation checks, and the results of our analysis.
6.1. Participants
To determine the eligibility criteria and ensuring data quality, we followed research
recommendations to set the recruitment criteria such that workers could only complete
the task if they previously completed more than 1000 hits with a 95% or higher approval
rate, lived in the United States, and used the English language fluently for speaking and
reading (Peer, Vosgerau, & Acquisti, 2014). Based on these criteria, we collected data
from a total of 450 workers. However, we identified that 24 of the participants did not
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complete the study and thus were disqualified making the total number of valid
participants 426.
About 42.5% of the participants identified themselves as female and 57.5% as
males. In terms of ethnicity, the majority of participants identified themselves as white
(74.4%) followed by black (10.1%), Asian (8.2%), Hispanic/Latin American (5.2%), Indian
(1.9), and Native Hawaiian/Pacific Islander (0.2%). Age wise, the minimum age found in
the sample was 19 years old and the maximum age was 71. In terms of age distribution,
about 65% of participants were between 30 and 50 years old while the remaining two age
groups (below 30 or above 50) are equal at 17.5% each. The treatment conditions’ sample
size was balanced to some extent and the control group consisted of 50 participants (
Table 3).

Table 3: Sample size per treatment
Condition
High Similarity & High Performance
High Similarity & Low Performance
Low Similarity & High Performance
Low Similarity & Low Performance
Control

Number of participants
91
94
96
95
50

6.2. Design, Procedure, and Task
Like the pilot study, the main study consisted of a factorial 2 (High similarity, Low
similarity) by 2 (High performance, Low performance) design. However, we performed
some minor changes and tunings to the platform. First, we added a fifth control group in
which participants were asked to participate in a brainstorming session alone without
interacting with the AI teammate. Second, we changed the brainstorming task to ask
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participants to generate ideas about how would they prepare for pandemic times. Third,
we changed the duration of the brainstorming session from 10 minutes to 6 minutes.
Utilizing CloudResearch to deploy the AI teammate platform, we set up the MTurk
HITs to collect the data. MTurk workers were able to visit the HIT page in which they could
find a brief description of the task, the average duration for completion, and the monetary
compensation. From the HIT page, workers were able to click on a survey link that
redirected them to the AI teammate platform. Once redirected, participants would go
through the steps as explained in Chapter 4.
6.3. Measures
To test the proposed model and hypotheses of this study, we utilized a host of
measures. Besides similarity and performance related measures, all other measures
were adopted from the literature. The items of these measures were adjusted accordingly
to fit the context of this study. A list of the items used for each perceptual measure can
be viewed in (Table 4). The following is a description of the constructs, measures used,
and their reliability.
Similarity: To measure similarity, we adopted the survey instrument items used in
the pilot study. The instrument consisted of two 5-point Likert scale questions that
measured participants perceived demographical and attitudinal similarity. In addition, we
computed a composite similarity score by averaging participants’ demographical and
attitudinal similarity responses.
Perceptual Performance Capabilities of AI Teammate: Like in the pilot study, we
measured participants perceived AI teammate performance through asking whether they
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perceived their AI teammate generating ideas at a faster, slower, or equal pace to their
performance.
Individual Performance: For Individual performance, we measured the total
number of ideas generated during the brainstorming session. In addition, we measured
performance calibration based on the formula (𝑃𝑒𝑟𝑓𝑜𝑟𝑚𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑒 𝑐𝑎𝑙𝑖𝑏𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 = 𝜇𝐴 − 𝜇𝐵 ) as
described in the measures section of the pilot study.
IT identity: As discussed in prior sections, IT identity is a second-order construct
(Omega: 0.80) that has three dimensions. Accordingly, we adopted the measures
proposed by (Carter, 2012) to measure each of these dimensions. The instrument for
each of the dimensions (dependence (Alpha: 0.96), relatedness (Alpha: 0.95), and
emotional energy (Alpha: 0.92)) consisted of 4 (5-point Likert scale) items.
Perceived competence: This construct is aimed toward understanding participant’s
perception about their AI teammate’s competence. To measure this construct, we
adopted a scale used in previous studies by (Ernst & Herm-Stapelberg, 2020; Price,
Arnould, & Deibler, 1995) for measuring competence. The scale consists of 6 (5-point
Likert scale) items (Alpha: 0.94).
Perceived Value: The purpose of this scale is to measure an individual’s perceived
value of their AI teammate. The scale used for measuring this construct was adopted
based on the instrument proposed by (de Vreede, de Vreede, Reiter-Palmon, & Ashley,
2011) . The scale consisted of 4 items with a 5-point Likert scale format (Alpha: 0.97).
Behavioral Intention: With a focus on collaboration rather than use, we adopted
(Venkatesh et al., 2003) behavior intention instrument and made the appropriate
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adjustments to reflect the human – AI collaboration paradigm. The adjusted instrument
consists of 3 items with a 5-point Likert scale (Alpha: 0.97).

Table 4: Instrument scales for measuring model constructs
Construct
Demographical
Similarity
Attitudinal
Similarity

Perceptual AI
Teammate
Performance
Capabilities

Items
I felt that my AI teammate and I shared some physical
similarities (gender and ethnicity).
I felt that my AI teammate and I shared some moral similarities
and made similar moral choices.
When thinking about your brainstorming experience with your
AI teammate, which of the following statements is the most
accurate:
4. My AI teammate was generating ideas faster than I was.
5. My AI teammate was generating ideas at about the
same rate that I was.
6. My AI teammate was generating ideas slower than I
was.

Reference
Pilot study
Pilot study

Pilot study

1. Thinking about myself in relation to my AI
teammate during the brainstorming task, I needed
my AI teammate.
IT identity –
Dependence

IT identity –
Relatedness

2. Thinking about myself in relation to my AI teammate
during the brainstorming task, I was counting on my AI
teammate.
3. Thinking about myself in relation to my AI teammate
during the brainstorming task, I was reliant on my AI
teammate.
4. Thinking about myself in relation to my AI teammate
during the brainstorming task, I was dependent on my AI
teammate.
1. Thinking about myself in relation to my AI teammate
during the brainstorming task, I felt connected with my AI
teammate.
2. Thinking about myself in relation to my AI teammate
during the brainstorming task, I felt in coordination with
my AI teammate.
3. Thinking about myself in relation to my AI teammate
during the brainstorming task, I felt close with my AI
teammate.
4. Thinking about myself in relation to my AI teammate
during the brainstorming task, I felt linked with my AI
teammate.
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(Carter, 2012)

(Carter, 2012)

Table 4: Instrument scales for measuring model constructs (Continued)

IT identity –
Emotional
Energy

1. Thinking about myself in relation to my AI
teammate during the brainstorming task, I feel
pumped up.
2. Thinking about myself in relation to my AI teammate
during the brainstorming task, I feel confident.
3. Thinking about myself in relation to my AI teammate
during the brainstorming task, I feel enthusiastic.
4. Thinking about myself in relation to my AI teammate
during the brainstorming task, I feel energized.

(Carter, 2012)

1. During the brainstorming session, my AI teammate
was competent.

Perceived
Competence

2. During the brainstorming session, my AI teammate was
thorough.
3. During the brainstorming session, my AI teammate was
organized.
4. During the brainstorming session, my AI teammate was
talented.
5. During the brainstorming session, my AI teammate was
capable.
6. During the brainstorming session, my AI teammate was
efficient.

(Ernst & HermStapelberg, 2020;
Price et al., 1995)

1. Overall, working with the AI teammate was useful
to me to generate ideas.
Perceived
Value

2. The AI teammate was valuable to me while generating
ideas
3. Working with the AI teammate was advantageous to me
in generating ideas.
4. In the end, I benefitted from working with the AI
teammate in terms of generating ideas.

(de Vreede et al.,
2011)

1. If I work on a brainstorming task again, I intend to
work with the AI chatbot if it is available to me.
Behavioral
Intention

2. If I work on a brainstorming task again, I would like to
work with the AI chatbot.
3. If I work on a brainstorming task again, I plan to work
with the AI chatbot if it is available to me.

(Venkatesh et al.,
2003)

6.4. Manipulation Check
Just like the pilot study, all similarity and performance manipulations worked as
intended. For demographical similarity, participants in the high similarity condition (M =
2.978, SD = 1.35) reported higher scores of perceived demographical similarities,
t(368.01) = 6.106, p < 0.00. Equally, results pertaining attitudinal similarity show that
participants in the high similarity condition (M = 3.464, SD = 1.23) perceived their AI
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teammate to be more similar to them compared to the low similarity conditions (M = 2.738,
SD = 1.16), t(370.95) = 5.851, p < 0.00. Likewise, participants who worked with the highperformance AI teammate (M = 2.588, SD = 0.61) reported that their AI teammate
performance was faster while the low performance participants (M = 1.396, SD = 0.64)
indicated that their AI teammate was slower in terms of performance, t(373.78) = 18.33,
p < 0.00.
6.5. Results
The analysis section of this study follows a structural equation modeling approach.
We utilized multiple packages within the R statistical programming environment including
“base R”, “semTools”, and “Lavaan” for statistical analyses.
6.5.1. Measurement Reliability and Validity
The first step in our analysis was to determine the measurement reliability and
validity. Measurement reliability refers to the internal consistency of items scores to
measure a construct (John & Benet-Martínez, 2014; Netemeyer, Bearden, & Sharma,
2003). Following (Cronbach & Shavelson, 2004) suggestion for using multiple statistics
for instrument accuracy, two reliability statistics were computed which are Alpha
Coefficient and Composite Reliability. Both statistics were found to be above the
recommended threshold of 0.7 indicating acceptable measurement reliability (Table )
(Cortina, 1993; Fornell & Larcker, 1981).
Construct validity, the evaluation whether the items measure the construct it is
meant to measure, requires two parts: convergent and discriminant validity (Ginty, 2013).
With convergent validity, we evaluate the items’ relatedness to a specific construct. To do
so, we performed a confirmatory factor analysis and inspected the items loadings on their
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respective construct. The assessment revealed that each of the items loaded only onto
their respective construct. However, four items (REL2, EE2, COM 3, COM4) were
removed from the analysis because they were at or slightly below the recommended 0.7
cutoff (Table 6) (Hair, 2009). We also computed the average variance extracted (AVE)
and found it to be above 0.5 (Hair, 2009).
Discriminant validity refers to testing measurement items to confirm that they are
unrelated to each other (Ginty, 2013). Testing for discriminant validity can be performed
by comparing the square root of AVE (√AVE) to the inter-construct correlations (Fornell
& Larcker, 1981). The results satisfy discriminant validity since √AVEs were all found
greater than the inter-construct correlations (Table ). Based on this analysis, we
concluded that our measures satisfy reliability and validity requirements.
6.5.2. Structural Model
From the structural model (Figure 14), similarity was found to be positively related
to IT identity (H1) which is consistent with the results of other studies (i.e. Suh et al.
(2011)) that examined similarity and identification. Further, IT identity was found to be
positively related to behavioral intention to continue working with the AI teammate (H2).
This result supports our hypothesis and extends the understanding of the relation
between IT identity and behavior intention beyond use. Other hypotheses (H6, H10)
regarding the positive relation between IT identity and perceived competence, and IT
identity and perceived value were also supported. However, the model results do not
support the direct relation between similarity and perceived competence (H5).
Performance wise, the model results support a positive relationship between performance
and perceived competence as hypothesized (H4). Additionally, perceived competence
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was found to have a significant effect on perceived value and behavioral intention to
continue working with the AI teammate (H8, H11). Mediation analysis also supports our
hypothesis that IT identity fully mediates the relationship between similarity and
behavioral intention to continue working with the AI teammate (H7). Moreover, perceived
competence was found to fully mediate the effect of performance on behavioral intention
to work with the AI teammate (H9). Additionally, perceived value was found to have a
direct significant effect on intention to continue working with the AI teammate (H12) and
is also a partial mediator between behavior intention to work with the AI teammate and
the two constructs: perceived competence and IT identity (H13, H14). Furthermore, the
results show that Agentic IS Artifact performance capabilities was significantly related to
individual’s performance and calibration supporting (H15, H16)

Table 5: Composite reliability, AVE, and inter-constructs correlations
Latent constructs
Construct

CR

AVE

1

Perceived Value (1)

0.925

0.901

0.949

Behavioral Intention (2)

0.927

0.927

0.806

0.962

Dependence (3)

0.884

0.851

0.554

0.525

0.922

Relatedness (4)

0.858

0.819

0.765

0.728

0.663

0.905

Emotional Energy (5)

0.801

0.755

0.481

0.54

0.461

0.649

0.869

Competence (6)

0.851

0.741

0.73

0.719

0.458

0.674

0.502

Note: Bold values on the diagonal are √AVE
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2

3

4

5

6

0.861

Figure 14: Structural equation model (SEM) results
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Table 6: Confirmatory factor analysis (CFA)
Item

COM

PV

DEP

EE

REL

BI

PV 1

0.05

0.84

0.04

0

0.05

0.04

PV 2

0.06

0.88

0.04

0

0

0.03

PV 3

-0.01

0.91

0.05

0.02

-0.01

0.02

PV 4

-0.01

0.88

0

0.01

0.05

0.04

BI 1

0.01

0.03

-0.01

0.04

-0.01

0.92

BI 2

0.02

0.05

0

-0.01

0.03

0.87

BI 3

0

-0.02

0.01

-0.01

0

1

DEP 1

0.07

0.09

0.78

0.07

-0.01

0.02

DEP 2

-0.09

0.06

0.77

0.03

0.07

0.09

DEP 3

0

0.04

0.93

0.01

0.03

-0.02

DEP 4

0.05

-0.02

0.96

-0.01

0.02

-0.01

REL 1

0.01

0.09

0.01

0.04

0.83

0

REL 2

0.07

0.22

-0.07

0.04

0.65

0.04

REL 3

-0.02

-0.06

0.11

0.01

0.87

0.04

REL 4

0.05

0

0

0

0.89

0.01

EE 1

-0.03

-0.07

0.13

0.78

0.04

0.09

EE 2

0

0.13

-0.21

0.69

0.13

-0.05

EE 3

0.06

0.03

0

0.92

-0.03

-0.02

EE 4

0

-0.02

0.05

0.91

0

0.03

COM 1

0.85

0.1

-0.01

0.06

-0.06

0

COM 2

0.78

0.03

0.09

0

0.04

-0.03

COM 3

0.7

-0.12

0

0.04

0.12

0.15

COM 4

0.69

-0.06

0.18

0.05

0.13

0.03

COM 5

0.92

0.04

-0.05

0

-0.06

0.04

COM 6

0.84

0.03

-0.02

-0.04

0.07

-0.01

Note: PV – Perceived Value; BI – Behavioral Intention; COM – Competence; DEP – Dependence; EE – Emotional
energy; REL – Relatedness
Values equal or greater than 0.7 are boldened
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6.5.3. Performance Comparison
Similar to the pilot study, the ANOVA’S normality and heterogeneity of variance
assumptions were not met. Accordingly, we used the Kruskal-Wallis nonparametric test
to measure the difference between the different groups (Table 7) (Dinno, 2015; McKight
& Najab, 2010). The analysis shows that individuals’ working with a high performance
chatbot would generate more ideas than individuals working alone or with a lowperformance chatbot supporting our hypotheses (H17, H18) (Figure 15). Likewise, the
results for performance calibration (H19, H20) show support that individuals would
calibrate their performance to match the performance of the Agentic IS Artifact. In
addition, the results show that individuals working with the chatbot in the highperformance condition maintained a faster pace for idea generation compared to the low
performance and control conditions (Figure 16). Though not hypothesized, the results
also show no difference in terms of performance calibration and idea generation between
the control group and the low-performance chatbot group. These findings were in line with
our initial results from the pilot study.
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Table 7: Main study performance and calibration comparison
Kruskal-Wallis Test
Statistic
Sig.

Generation

Calibration

95.979

58.861

0.001*

0.001*

Post hoc Dunn’s Test
Groups
Statistic
CON – HS & HP
-5.205
CON – HS & HL
-0.486
HP & HP – HS &
LP
5.652
CON – LS & HP
-5.901
HS & HP – LS &
HP
-0.771
HS & LP – LS &
HP
-6.506
CON – LS & LP
0.14
HS & HP – LS &
LP
6.414
HS & LP – LS &
LP
0.753
LS & HP – LS &
LP
7.28
CON – HS & HP
-4.216
CON – HS & HL
-1.111
HP & HP – HS &
3.724
LP
CON – LS & HP
-5.227
HS & HP – LS &
-1.158
HP
HS & LP – LS &
-4.942
HP
CON – LS & LP
-0.318
HS & HP – LS &
4.681
LP
HS & LP – LS &
0.955
LP
LS & HP – LS &
5.915
LP

Sig.
0.001*
0.696
0.001*
0.001*
0.63
0.001*
0.889
0.001*
0.564
0.001*
0.001*
0.333
0.001*
0.001*
0.353
0.001*
0.75
0.001*
0.377
0.001*

* Significance at p-value < 0.01
Note: CON = Control group; HS = High Similarity condition; LS = Low Similarity condition; HP = High Performance Condition;
LP: Low Performance condition
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Figure 15: Number of ideas generated by participants
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Figure 16: Individual's performance calibration
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Chapter 7 Discussion
With the dynamic change in human – Agentic IS Artifact interaction, we studied the
impact of Agentic IS Artifact representation and capability on perceptual and behavioral
factors related to individuals through a social lens. Drawing from SAT and SIT, we
proposed a model of IS Social Continuance. By operationalizing an experiment where
individuals collaborate with a chatbot to brainstorm ideas, we were able to derive some
important theoretical findings.
Starting with similarity, we drew from SAT and proposed a positive relationship
between similarity and attraction in the form of IT identity with the technology in the
context of human – Agentic IS Artifact interaction. By manipulating the representational
form of the AI teammate in the experiment, we were able to analyze the effect of similarity
on identification. The results of our study highlight the important role of Agentic IS
Artifacts’ similarity on individual’s identification with the technology (IT identity). This
finding is in line with our hypothesis that is based on SAT. Additionally, this finding
expands prior literature that established a positive relationship between similarity and
identification for other types of non-agentic technologies (i.e. personal avatar) (Suh et al.,
2011).
We further explored the role of IT identity as an important factor that affects an
individual’s intention to continue working with Agentic IS Artifacts. Additionally, we
assessed the mediating role of IT identity in the relationship between similarity and
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continuance intention. As hypothesized, the results of our analysis support the important
positive role of IT identity in affecting an individual’s intention to continue working with an
Agentic IS Artifact. In addition, our results highlighted IT identity as an important mediator
in the relationship between similarity and continuance intention. Prior literature
established a relation between IT identity and use (Carter, 2012; Carter & Grover, 2015;
Carter et al., 2020). However, our results expand the effect of IT identity to the
collaboration domain between individuals and Agentic IS Artifact where the technology is
viewed as a peer rather than a tool. From this, we infer that IT identity is a critical factor
that is not limited to the utilitarian aspect for understanding an individual’s continuance
intention to work with agentic technology.
Beside its effect on continuance intention, we also examined the effect of IT identity
on an individual’s perceived competence and value of the Agentic IS Artifact. When
individuals identify more with an Agentic IS Artifact, we argued that this emotional
attachment would positively influence their assessment of the capabilities and the overall
value of their Agentic IS Artifact teammate. From the results, we found support for this
view where IT identity was positively related to perceived competence and perceived
value of the Agentic IS Artifact. In prior literature, Carter et al. (2020) have suggested that
IT identity could have an impact on other perceptual factors related to technology. Indeed,
our results show that IT identity is an important factor that does influence other factors
beyond continuance intention.
The performance capabilities of Agentic IS Artifact have also been found to have
a critical impact on individuals. Similar to how individuals form competence opinions about
others when observing their capabilities, we expanded this concept and suggested that
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individuals would perceive their AI teammate as more competent when the AI teammate
has high performance capabilities. The results of our study indicate a positive relationship
between the performance capabilities of Agentic IS Artifact and the perceived
competence of the technology. In other words, our findings shows that people applied the
same approach of evaluating others’ competence by observing the performance of their
AI teammate.
According to SIT, there are three forces that comes into play when influencing an
individual’s perception and behavior. These forces are strength, immediacy, and number
of forces influencing the individual. While all are important, we narrowed the scope of our
model by limiting the number of interacting parties to a single individual interacting with a
single chatbot in a direct interaction approach. Thus, we focused on the concept of
strength as a factor that influences individuals while maintaining the other two constructs
as constant throughout the study. Doing so enabled us to specifically measure the effect
of Agentic IS Artifact capability (strength) while controlling for the other two social forces.
The strength in SIT is an overarching concept that reflects the superiority of the influencer.
This superiority could be derived from different aspects such as authority, fame, charisma,
expertise, social hierarchy, or competence such in the case in our study. Based on SIT,
we proposed that individuals would form a perception about the competence of their AI
teammate. This perceived competence of the AI teammate will then influence the
individual perception and behavior while interacting with the AI teammate. Accordingly,
we hypothesized a positive relationship between individuals perceived competence of the
AI teammate and individual’s intention to continue working with the technology. The
results of our analysis support this relationship. When comparing this process to human
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interaction in organizations or other team formation settings, people apply the same
process of assessing competence and value for choosing team members (Alhazmi et al.,
2017; Hinds et al., 2000). Thus, our results show that individuals apply similar approaches
when evaluating their continuance intention to work with AI teammates.
We also examined the effect of an Agentic IS Artifact on an individual’s
performance. In the context of our brainstorming experiment, the competence of the AI
teammate was evaluated based on the speed in which the AI teammate was generating
ideas while the performance of individuals was the total number of ideas that they
generated as well as their performance calibration to mirror the AI teammate’s
performance. Our study results demonstrate the effects of Agentic IS Artifact’s capabilities
on an individual’s performance. As predicted, individuals who worked with high
performance chatbot generated more ideas during the brainstorming session compared
to other groups. In addition, we were also able to uncover important trends due to the
effect of the chatbot capability on performance calibration. By comparing the change of
performance during the session, we found that individuals who worked with the high
performance chatbot were trying to imitate the performance of their chatbot teammate by
increasing the pace of their idea generation.
In view of the persistent challenge that organizations face regarding workers
resistance to collaborate with Agentic IS artifact, our study results provide some important
practical contributions that can help those organization to overcome this challenge. First,
our study provides guidance to developers of organizational AI chatbots to focus on
integrating design features that enhance the perception of similarity with individuals. With
the enhanced graphical and AI capabilities, developers should utilize these technologies
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to create AI agents that have similar representational features to individuals. Although we
limited our study to a certain set of demographical and attitudinal similarities, we expect
that expanding this set towards creating chatbots that are similar to the individual would
enhance individuals' experience and their intention to continue working with the chatbot.
By doing so, organizations could possibly increase the willingness of their employees to
work with the technology in a collaborative manner.
Additionally, the study findings shed light on the important role of Agentic IS
Artifacts’ performance capabilities. As discussed before, the capabilities of the chatbot
teammate had a critical role in positively influencing the performance of individuals.
Though, it should be noted that developers should carefully tone the performance of the
Agentic IS Artifact such that their performance will pull the employee’s performance up.
By carefully tuning the capabilities of Agentic IS Artifacts, developers and organization
can utilize this technology to enhance the performance of employees as long as they
make sure that the performance capabilities of the chatbot are not extremely difficult to
match as this would likely a negative effect on the employees’ motivation to perform.
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Chapter 8 Conclusion
The increasing maturity of advanced technologies such as AI and Agentic IS
Artifacts have shifted the nature of interaction between humans and technology.
Consequently, researchers and organizations alike question how such technology would
be received by individuals and what are the implications of this technology on people’s
perceptions and behavior (Seeber et al., 2020). Despite abundant research in the area of
technology acceptance, the utilitarian view of prior IS use models limits their explanation
power in light of this new form of interaction between humans and Agentic IS Artifacts
(Baird & Maruping, 2021; Schuetz & Venkatesh, 2020). To that end, we proposed
expanding the view of IS use by applying a new social lens to understand how the
representation and capability design dimensions of Agentic IS Artifact would impact
individuals’ performance and behavioral intention to work with the technology. Through
multiple studies, we identified the positive impact of the Agentic IS Artifact’s capabilities
on individuals’ performance and calibration. Additionally, we proposed a conceptual
model that explains the underlying mechanism in which the different design dimensions
of Agentic IS Artifact could influence an individuals’ identification, perceived competence,
perceived value, and ultimately their intention to continue working with the technology.
Our study has some limitations. First, with regard to similarity, our study used the
concept of similarity in its general sense, encompassing both attitudinal and
demographical similarities. Previous literature, however, suggested that different levels
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and combinations of similarities could have different impacts on individuals (Suh et al.,
2011; You & Robert Jr, 2018). Thus, we encourage future research to expand our
proposed model by exploring the effect of different combinations of similarities on
individuals’ perceptions.
The second limitation in our study is that we utilized a cross sectional experiment
to examine our model. As suggested by Carter (2012) and others, the concept of IT
identity could have deeper effect in longer relations with the technology. In essence, we
expect that as individuals work more with Agentic IS Artifacts, their identification with the
technology would further be enhanced. Accordingly, we propose that future research
examine or expand on our model by utilizing longitudinal studies.
With regard to the technology used in the experiment, our chatbot in terms of
similarity and capabilities was constrained in scope. While we confirmed the effects of our
manipulations, we recognize that different advanced technologies could be used to create
enhanced Agentic IS Artifacts to further improve individuals’ perceived similarity with the
chatbot. Additionally, further NLP capabilities can be embedded within the chatbot to
create a conversational environment where the chatbot and individuals can discuss their
attitudinal similarity in a much more human-like approach. Thus, we recommend that
future research should expand on the scope of the technology used to further enhance
our understanding about the effects of similarity and chatbot capabilities on individuals’
perceptions and behavior.
Further related to similarity, the manipulation of the similarity construct in the
experiment design imposes another limitation to this study: The image that was used for
the low similarity condition consisted of a picture of a bot while the high similarity
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conditions consisted of human images. This could potentially confound the study design
as we cannot rule out whether an effect is associated with a comparison between human
and bot teammates or between similar and non-similar teammates. Additionally, the
background color of the bot image was orange while it was white for the human images.
While such matter might seem trivial, it could impact an individual’s preferences that might
not have been accounted for. Accordingly, future research could control for this limitation
by expanding the number of conditions to include bot images, non-similar human images,
and similar human images.
While our results show support for similarity as an important factor that positively
affects identification and continuance intention, we recognize the important role of
diversity in the workplace and the increasing social trend towards demanding the
incorporation of more diversity within organizations (G. C. Martin, 2014). Research in
diversity has instigated an active debate about the effectiveness of team diversity (Weiss,
Backmann, Razinskas, & Hoegl, 2018). In prior literature, studies have investigated
different types of team diversity and reported mixed results (Weiss et al., 2018). For
instance, some studies suggest that a team’s functional diversity has negative effects on
innovation (Cheung, Gong, Wang, Zhou, & Shi, 2016). Other studies suggest different
findings. For example, a meta-analysis found a positive influence of task-related diversity
on team performance while demographical diversity had no effect on team performance
(Horwitz & Horwitz, 2007). Other studies provided further evidence of the positive impact
of diversity on teams’ performance (Açıkgöz, Günsel, Kuzey, & Seçgin, 2016; Bell,
Villado, Lukasik, Belau, & Briggs, 2011). Additionally, based on an experimental study
Tang and Byrge (2016) demonstrated the superiority of heterogenous team performance
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in well-defined tasks in comparison to homogenous teams. Based on this discussion, we
believe that similarity should be viewed as a double-edged sword which necessitates
further research in future studies to understand its effectiveness and limitations in the
context of human – Agentic IS Artifacts interactions.
Regarding the capabilities of Agentic IS Artifacts, we were able through this study
to identify the positive effect of an Agentic IS Artifact’s performance on increasing
individuals’ performance. However, we recognize that careful toning and configuration of
the Agentic IS Artifact capabilities is required to yield these benefits. We also recognize
that our study is limited in terms of defining the performance limits of Agentic IS Artifacts
that could potentially have a negative effect on individual’s performance if exceeded.
Thus, we identify an opportunity for future research to see how far ‘high performance’ of
an Agentic IS Artifact can motivate individuals. According to Goal Setting theory (Locke
& Latham, 2006), goals that are aspirational, challenging, yet achievable will motivate
individuals. However, goals that are highly challenging, despite being aspirational, will
likely demotivate individuals. From this, high performance of an Agentic IS Artifact can be
viewed as a goal that motivates individuals to enhance their performance. However, the
performance of Agentic IS Artifacts, if not configured correctly, might be viewed as an
impossible goal that might negatively impact an individual’s performance. Thus, future
research can explore these limits and the conditions that can maximize employees’
performance.
Another limitation related to the chatbot’s capabilities in this study is that the
variation in capabilities was limited to the chatbot’s idea generation pace. Chatbot
capabilities could include a host of other perspective such as the capability to enhance
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ideas qualities or building on other participant’s ideas. To this end, we encourage future
research to operationalize and examine different types and levels of capabilities to further
explore the implications of chatbot capabilities on individuals’ perceptions and behavior.
In addition, our study findings are limited to the collaboration context of
brainstorming ideas. Specifically, the study task design focused on a brainstorming task
that was aimed at generating a breadth of ideas. Recognizing the broad application
possibilities of Agentic IS Artifacts, we recommend future research to investigate other
brainstorming and convergence tasks as well, for example tasks where the objective is to
reach a quick decision. The process of narrowing down options, referred to as
convergence, is as important as brainstorming yet less studied (Seeber, De Vreede,
Maier, & Weber, 2017). By examining Agentic IS Artifacts in different collaboration task
contexts, future research can enhance our understanding about the interplay of Agentic
IS Artifacts’ representation and capabilities and their effect on individual and team
performance. Thus, the experimental platform designed for our study can provide a
starting point for future research into different task contexts where individuals collaborate
with Agentic IS Artifacts.
Finally, with respect to the performance outcome variables measured in this study,
we measured the total number of ideas generated by participants. This is a popular
measure used in prior literature as discussed earlier. However, we recognize that there
are other measures that can be taken into consideration to assess the effectiveness of
brainstorming sessions, such as idea quality, idea novelty, or idea development. We
suggest that measuring idea quality during a collaborative human – AI teammate
brainstorming session would provide further valuable insights to the field of collaborative
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brainstorming. One possible operationalization of idea quality is the “extent of idea
elaboration” (Seeber et al., 2017). This refers to the level of details included in the
description of an idea. The measure can be operationalized by defining a set of
dimensions (i.e., criteria) in which ideas would be rated based on how many of these
dimensions are addressed. By examining the quality of ideas, future research can provide
further insight and guidance to the development and design of AI teammates in
brainstorming sessions
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Appendix 1: AI Teammate Representations
Image

Gender

Ethnicity

Name

Female

White

Amy

Male

White

Jake

Asian

Jenny*

Pacific Islander

Alana*

Asian

Andy*

Pacific Islander

Malu*

Female

Black

Jada

Male

Black

Marquis

Indian

Aadya*

Middle Eastern

Nour*

Latin American

Sofia*

Indian

Neel*

Middle Eastern

Kareem*

Latin American

Luis*

Female

Male

Female

Male
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Appendix 1: AI Teammate Representations (Continued)

N/A

N/A

Smart Bot

* The same image was used for corresponding different ethnic representations due to
similarity of appearance between these ethnicities
Note: Images were obtained from https://www.shutterstock.com through the author’s personal
account. The images were used in accordance with https://www.shatterstock.com standard
license (Appendix 3) which can be found in https://www.shutterstock.com/license
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Appendix 2: Moral Dilemma Page
Task Description:
In the following exercise, you will read a scenario which poses a moral problem.
After reading the scenario, you will be asked a question with multiple choices. You will
have to pick a choice among the given solutions. Please make a choice that reflects
your character the most. Your AI teammate will also analyze the same scenario and will
pick a choice based on its character. Please take your time to read the scenario and
make your decision carefully.
Scenario:
Coach Phillips leads one of the most successful high school football teams in
Texas. His team has won the last two championships. If they win this time, they do a
hattrick and receive a special award from the mayor. They are playing against a team
that is very good but has not won a championship in 10 years.
The game is a tie until the last few minutes. During the last few minutes of the
game, Coach Phillips’ team scores and win the championship. However, Coach Phillips
notices that his team won because one of his players made a foul, but the referee did
not notice it. If the referee had noticed the foul, his team would not have made the score
and would have lost the game. What should Coach Phillips do?
•

Coach Phillips should report the foul to the referee and have the game outcome
reversed
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•

Coach Phillips should
ignore the foul and allow
his team’s players and
their parents enjoy the
win.

•

Coach Phillips should
inform the coach of the
other team about the foul
and leave it up to them to
report the foul and submit
their objection to the
referee and the championship administration

AI teammate Responses:
•

Low Similarity Condition: “I don't agree, this is a question of morality. I think that
[Insert a different answer from the participant]”

•

High Similarity Condition: “I completely agree, this is a question of morality. I also
chose that [Insert the same answer as the participant]”
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Appendix 3: Shutterstock.com Standard License
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Appendix 3: Shutterstock.com Standard License (Continued)
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